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Relative dendrochronological datings on Quercus, Tilia and Populus give the
following periods of activity of the construction: the relative years 1, 2, 8,
11, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 40—42. In the last period there were only sporadic
activities. The construction reached its maximal size towards the south and
the west in the year 16. The piles were taken from a natural forest regeneration started about 40 years earlier in an open landscape with young Malus
and stray groups of stump shoots of Ulmus.
Thomas S. Bartholin, Lunds universitet. Kvartärgeologiska avdelningen, Tornavägen 13, S-223 63 Lund, Sweden.

We have three reasons for wishing to publish
the preliminary results of a wood-anatomical
and dendrochronological investigation of
finds from the excavations in 1977 of the Alvastra pile dwelling, or the Alvastra pile construction, as it will be referred to here:
1. We are of the opinion that even the preliminary results give a fairly reliable overall impression of the development of the construction as well as the development of the surrounding landscape, a picture which will probably be useful to bear in mind during the
continued discussion of the problems of the
construction.
2. These results have appeared after the description by Mats P. Malmer of the results of
the excavations in 1977 (Malmer 1978).
3. T h e final dendrochronological results, and
the results of the wood-anatomical analyses of
washing samples from the cultural layers, will
probably be presented in 1980 at the earliest,

as excavations are being planned also for
1979.
T h e Alvastra pile construction is situated
near Lake Vättern in Östergötland, Sweden.
C-14 dating of one log produced a date of
4430 ± 85 B.P. (U-2735), i.e. Middle Neolithie period. T h e pile construction has been
excavated before (in 1909—1917, 1919, and
1928—1930), but the results of the excavations have never been published, which is one
of the reasons for this new exeavation (see
Malmer 1978).
This part of the wood-anatomical and dendrochronological investigation is based on
piles which have been left in the earlier excavated areas, where all horizontal wood and
cultural layers have been removed. About a
quarter of this area has now been re-excavated and all the piles have been dug up, in
order to provide samples for dendrochronological dating as well as for investigation of
cutting techniques.
Fornvännen 73 (1978)
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Table 1. c Branch, b Arithmetic mean, c Only tips of piles, d Lömmehåndbog for Traeindustrien, after
A Handbook of Hardwoods, 1956, e Author's estimate. — a Gren, b aritmetiska mediet, c endast pålspetsar, d Lömmehåndbog for Traeindustrien, efter A Handbook of Hardwoods, 1956, e författarens
uppskattning.
Tree
species
Quercus sp.
Oak
Ulmus sp.
Elm
Tilia sp.
Linden
Populus sp.
Aspen
Salix sp.
Willow
Alnus sp.
Ålder
Malus sp.
Apple
Corylus avellana
Hazel
Picea sp.
Norway spruce a
Total No.

Total No. Piles for
of piles
tree-ring
studies

Diameter, cm
of piles
min. —mean 6 -- max.

Length m
Durability in
of piles
contact with
min. c - mean b - max. soil d, years

49

47

8

11.9

17

0.40

1.25

2.60

15—25

26

20

7

12.2

15

0.15

1.02

2.10

5—10

21

19

11

13.9

16

0.40

0.91

1.50

under 5 e

21

8

12

16.6

23

0.20

0.60

1.10

"

5

2

2

8

11.0

14

0.55

0.88

1.20

"

5

8

2

6

10.3

16

0.12

0.27

0.60

"

5

24

18

4

10.7

19

0.10

0.84

1.50

"

5<r

50

35

3

7.5

15

0.10

0.51

1.30

"

be

1
202

151

T h e distribution of tree species and dimensions of the piles
T h e distribution of species of the piles is
shown in Table 1. It is possible to make a
wood-anatomical determination of the genera
but not the species for others than Hazel, Corylus avellana.
Determination of the Apple, Malus sp., is
normally impossible, as it differs only a little
from Pyrus, Crataegus, and Sorbus. O n many
occasions, however, macroscopic observations
in the field showed typical charaderistics of
Malus, and microscopically there was no anatomical difference between the Malus which
had been macroscopically determined and
those which could not be determined in such
a way. Therefore, they are all referred to the
genus Malus.
T h e find of a branch of Picea is of vegetational-historical interest and may possibly
contribute to the discussion of the immigration history of Picea (Moe 1970). Even
though the find is primarily regarded as secondary, it must neverthdess, until it has
been C-14 dated, be viewed in relation to
two earlier finds of Picea: 2 galls of the PiFornvännen 73 (1978)

cea louse Chermes abietis (Hedberg 1949)
and a branch (Berggren 1956).
T h e shape of the piles showed that they
consisted of trunks, but as for Malus apparently also of a great deal of branches. T h e
piles of Ulmus had a very characteristic appearance: the cross section was faintly oval,
lengthwise there were slight bends and only a
small narrowing towards the top, a shape not
seen in regular trees but characteristic for
dense groups of stump shoots.
T h e distribution of the species cannot be
considered representative of the original selection in the surrounding forests, the reason
being that a large number of the piles were
removed in connection with the earlier excavations. Distind marks on many of the remaining piles indicate attempts to pull them
up, and the only piles able to stånd such
treatment were Quercus and, possibly, Ulmus, whereas the other species were probably
too rotten. T h e Corylus piles, which are fairly
short throughout, were also easy to remove.
We must therefore reckon on Quercus, Ulmus, and Corylus being underrepresented in
Table 1 in relation to the original selection.
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Table 2. T h e age dass distribution of the piles. — Pålarnas åldersklassfördelning.
Number of piles
Age
class.
years
1—10
11—20
21—30
31—40
41—50
51—60
61—70
71—BO
81—90
91—100
101—110
Total

Quercus
sp.
Oak

Ulmus
sp.
Elm

Tilia
sp.
Linden

Populus
sp.
Aspen

Salix
sp.
Willow

Alnus
sp.
Ålder

Malus
sp.
Apple
1

1
1
14
24
6
3

i

1
8
1
4
2
2

4
15

3
5

1

8

2

Corylus
avellana
Hazel

1

2
5
1
5
4

8
8
11
6
2

1
47

20

19

A total inventory of the new exeavation fields
will probably make it possible to correct the
distribution of the species.
T h e dimensions, diameter and lenght, as
well as the durability of the piles have been
included in order to give an impression of the
size and strength of the construction. These
measurements make us presume that none of
the piles, all of which were round with bark,
were too heavy to be carried by one or two
men, even though they were 2 to 3 times their
present length.
Cutting technique
T h e preliminary observations have been mentioned earlier by Malmer (1978). Here will
be given a short resumé and a supplement:
Many of the small piles which were not pounded through the härd layer of chalk have axe
traces so well preserved as to show that the
same axe was used for the cutting of several
piles (see Malmer 1978 Fig. 2 ) . T h e majority of the bigger piles were cut down with a
technique still in use today: the man stood
in front of the tree, cutting it with strokes
from the right and from the left, holding the
handle with his right and his left hand res p e d i v d y in front. I n this way have appeared
two cutting surfaces and a slanting fradure.
Using this technique, the strokes from the
right were as frequent as the strokes from the
left. T h e direction of the axe cuts shows that

2

18

35

the stumps must have been fairly low
throughout.
If the point produced at the cutting was
insufficient for pounding into the bog, it
would be further shaped by splitting and the
pulling off of big chips from the point towards the top of the pile.
All the piles dug up are being preserved
with a view to further studies of the cutting
technique.
A floating dendrochronological dating of the
piles
Table 2 gives the age class distribution of the
samples investigated with a view to dating.
T h e samples were taken as high u p on the
piles as possible in order to preserve them as
well as can be. T o find the actual age from
"seed" of the trees at die time of cutting we
estimate that the values in the table should
be increased by about 10 years, and as for
Malus perhaps by up to 20 years.
T h e table shows that the trees cut down
were very young. T h e hopes of a successful
dating on the basis of the preliminary investigations from 1976 were therefore small, particularly as the archaeological interpretations
allowed for a functioning period of the construction of several hundred years. Experience
has shown, however, that under favourable
circumstances it is possible to make dendrochronological datings of young Quercus (BarFornvännen 73 (1978)
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Fig. 1. The relative dating of the different years of
cutting of Quercus. The curves A—I are mean
curves of trees cut of the same time. The curve
MC is the mean curve of all the Quercus.
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tholin 1976), but it was particularly the successful dendrochronological analysis of the
Abbot's Way timbers (Morgan 1976) of young
Quercus and other hardwoods which encouraged us to make the attempt.
T h e sampling in the field and the treatment in the laboratory caused great problems,
however. Quercus could be treated in the
usual männer: the samples were frozen and
prepared with a razor blade immediatdy before thawing. T h e other species, though, almost exploded in the freezer, and the wood
was too soft and rotten to allow cutting in a
fresh condition. This was particularly the
case with samples of Tilia and Populus with
a dry-matter content of only about 4 % .
Their condition was almost porridge-like, and
only thanks to the interwoven roots of Phragmites was it possible to salvage some of them
in a comparativdy undamaged condition.
After several attempts at stabilizing the
samples with polyglycols, the following method emerged: the samples, marked and packFornvännen 73 (1978)

16 trees cut in the winterperiod between the
relative years 0 and 1.
4 trees cut in the winterperiod between the relative years 1 and 2 and in the early spring of
year 2.
1 tree cut in the winterperiod between the relative years 8 and 9.
5 trees cut in the winterperiod between the relative years 10 and 11 and in the early spring
of year 11.
4 trees cut in the winterperiod between the relative years 11 and 12.
1 tree cut in the winterperiod between the relative years 13 and 14 or in the early spring of
year 14.
10 trees cut in the early spring of the relative
year 15.
3 trees cut in the winterperiod between the relative years 16 and 17.
3 trees cut from the winterperiod between the
relative years 40 and 41 to the early spring of
year 42. — Relativ datering av fällningsår för ek.
Kurvorna A—I är medelkurvor för ekar fällda
samtidigt. Kurvan MC är medelkurva för alla
ekarna. Y = år. Se vidare sammanfattningen.

ed in gauze bandage and plastic nets, were
placed in a warm .bath (50—60°C) with a
10 % solution of polyethylene glycol 1000.
Concurrently with the evaporation, a 10 %
solution was continuously added until the solution reached 100 % . T h e preservation continued for another 10—14 days in this solution, the whole process taking 4—5 weeks.
T h e preserved sample is not cosmetically attradive, but it shrinks and cracks only a little
and is particularly suitable for preparalion
for measuring. It is like cutting into butter
straight from the fridge, and in w d condition
the surface is optimal for tree ring measuring.
It is recommendable, however, to use a very
strong light source, e.g. "Cold Light".
All the 47 samples of Quercus could be
dated in a floating chronology, and the results are shown in Fig. 1. From this it appears
that in the first 16 years of the construction
there were constant repairs a n d / o r extensions, after which there was a lull in the activities till about the relative year 40-—41, al
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Fig. 2. An Ulmus curve
dated on the Quercus mean
curve. See the text. — Almkurva daterad med hjälp av
medelkurvan för ek. Y = år.

which time there was sporadic re-establishing.
T h e mean curve for Quercus calculated from
these datings was applicable for the dating of
samples of Tilia, Populus, and, to a certain
extent, also Ulmus (see Fig. 2), datings
which coincide with the periods of activity
yielded by Quercus. None of the samples of
Malus and Corylus (and Alnus and Salix)
could be dated with certainly, neither on the
Quercus curve nor in relation to one another.
This lack of dates of Malus (mostly branches) and Corylus can be explained by the
fact that they grew suppressed in the forest
and were therefore less influenced by external factors than the dominant trees (Quercus, Tilia and Populus). T h e same applies to
a certain extent to the Ulmus supposed to
have grown in dense groups of stump shoots.
Microscopic investigations of the outer tree
ring of the samples have in many cases made
it possible to establish the cutting season. As
for Quercus we can see from Fig. 1 that the
trees were cut down in the winter period or
in the early months of spring (April—May).
If the ring is fully formed, the outer cells
under the bark being thickwalled, the cutting
took place in the winter period. For Quercus
it is possible to give a date as exact as to the
month of the cutting (April—May) provided
that it can be established that only the great
vessels in the early wood are developed
(Ladefoged 1952). T h e same applies to Ulmus. It is more difficult for the other, softer
species, the outer cell layers of which have
often been damaged by the pressure of the
peat, but it has, neverthdess, been possible
to establish that they were cut down in both
the summer and the winter period.

In order to ascertain whether the trees
were stored before they were put to use in the
bog, a large number of samples have been
examined for fungus attacks. These examinations have been without result, which may be
due to the fact that the spawn, if any, has
rotted. Storing can be proved in one instance,
that is on pile No. 61, Quercus, cut in the
winter period between the years 16 and 17,
where there are big, well-devdoped larval
burrows under the bark. Zoologists are now
trying to determine the larva and estimate
how much of its course of life has gone by
from the attack on the pile in the summer of
the year 17 to the time the pile was put to
use in the bog. This find consequently indicates that not all the piles cut down in the
years 16—17 were used immediatdy, but
rather a couple of years låter.
T h e forest and the landscape
T h e choice of tree species, the tree ring development and the age class distribution
(Tables 1 and 2, Figs. 1 and 2) can give us
certain directions as to the appearance and
development of the forest that delivered timber to the construction.
Fig. 1 shows that all Quercus started growing at the same time, irrespedive of the time
of cutting. Their age from "seed" was about 40
years at the time of the first cutting. From
the curves we can also see that all the trees
have had an almost uniform growth, with a
steadily decreasing increment. Exactly the
same condition applies to dated as well as
undated samples of Tilia, Populus, Ulmus
and Malus. In a natural forest one would
probably not find such a uniform pattern of
Fornvännen 73 (1978)
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age and dimensions and such uniform growth,
because of small areas for natural regeneration and the influence of dominant trees
(Schweingruber 1976). Furthermore, the soils
must also have been uniform within a large
area.
This leads us to the following condusion:
the forest grew up spontaneously in a fairly
large, open area with more or less uniform
conditions of growth, and it consists mainly
of Quercus, Tilia, Populus and Corylus.
In the falling curve for Quercus we see no
readion, that is rise, as a result of cutting, but
on the contrary the forest becomes denser and
denser. This fact together with the apparent
lack of seledion indicates that, when cutting,
one made a successive clearing of the woodland area from one end and kept the cleared
area open, making no thinning of the remaining stånd. T h e continual cutting of the
same area suggests a location close to the
construction.
T h e nearest area where such a forest may
have grown is to be found immediatdy soulheast of the construction, on the faint northwest slope towards the bog. Here the transition between moraine and bog is very abrupt
(cf. v. Post 1916), leaving only a small zone
suitable for Alnus, which may explain the
small share of Alnus among the piles.
T h e picture of the landscape can be described more thoroughly by a study of the
conditions of age and growth of Malus and,
in particular, Ulmus.
Table 2 shows that Ulmus is older than the
other species, and the same partly applies to
Malus when its age is correded, as mentioned
before. Fig. 2 shows an instance of a dated
Ulmus tree, which is about 30 years older
than Quercus.
We can now imagine the open landscape,
before the emerging of the forest, covered by
scattered young Malus and stray groups of
stump shoots of Ulmus.
From Fig. 2 we can also see that about 10
years before the beginning of the Quercus
curve, that is simultaneously with or immediatdy before the natural regeneration, there
is a drastic fall in the growth curve for Ulmus. This applies not only in the instance
Fornvännen 73 (1978)

shown, but occurs simultaneously for several
of the Ulmus trees. It is difficult to explain
this course of growth on the grounds of natural changes of the normal factors of growth,
for which reason we will at present interpret
it as a mechanical interference with the
growth of the trees, for example a pruning.
Choice of tree species and the functions of
the construction
At present we have no summary of the old
exeavation plans, and it is therefore difficult
to reläte the dated samples to specific functions in the construction. We can see, however, that the construction was extended in
its first 16 years, as the outer "palisades"
facing south and west were built of wood
cut down in the winter period of the years
16—17 (see Malmer 1978, Fig. 1). T h e few
datings from the years 41—42 reläte to activities within the construction.
There are dated samples of Quercus and
the other species from all över the construction, whereas "the palisades" towards the
south were made of Populus and Tilia, and
those towards the west of Ulmus.
T h e apparently random choice of tree species, the comparativdy small dimensions of
the piles and the placing of them without regard to the durability of the species indicates
no intention of strength or permanence for
the construetions, that is neither permanent
residence nor defense. This also means that at
the time of the last, and, so far, apparently
short period of activity there were only sporadic remains of parts above ground of the
original construction.
Final observations
As mentioned in the introduction we would
like to end by pointing out that the conclusions and assumptions made above are only
preliminary and based on investigations of
only a small part of the entire area for which
excavations are being planned. A considerably
larger number of dendrochronological datings and wood-anatomical analyses are required to verify this preliminary interpretation of the fundioning period of the con-
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strudion and the appearance and changes of
its immediate surroundings just before and
during this period.
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Alvastra pålbyggnad: Dateringar och landskapet. Preliminära resultat
av en vedanatomisk och dendrokronologisk undersökning
Vi publicerar de preliminära resultaten av de
dendrokronologiska och vedanatomiska analyserna från den pågående utgrävningen av
Alvastra pålbyggnad för att vi anser att de
ger en någorlunda tillförlitlig bild av anläggningens funktionstid och dess närmiljö före
och under den tid anläggningen är i bruk. En
bild, som vi anser vara nyttig att ha i åtanke
vid den fortsatta diskussionen om anläggningens problematik.
Dendrokronologiska dateringar av ek visar
följande fällningstider, i relativa år (fig. 1 ) :
A. vinterhalvåret år
B. vinterhalvåret år
vinterhalvåret år
vinterhalvåret år
vinterhalvåret år
vinterhalvåret år
G. våren år 15
H. vinterhalvåret år
I. vinterhalvåret år

0
1
8
10
11
13

till 1
till 2 och våren ar
till 9
till 11 och våren år 11
till 12
till 14 eller våren år 14

16 till 17
40 till 41 och våren år 42

Dessa aktivitetsperioder bekräftas av motsvarande dateringar av lind, asp och alm. De
andra träslagen kunde inte utnyttjas dendrokronologiskt.
T r ä d e n huggs varje gång i samma skog,
som är spontant framvuxen i ett Öppet landskap ca 40 år tidigare. I detta öppna land-

skap växte före skogsinvandringen spridda
unga äppelträd och rotskottsklungor av alm.
Vi kan kanske påvisa lövtäkt på almen samtidigt med eller omedelbart före skogsinvandringen (fig. 2 ) . Den troligaste lokaliseringen
av denna skog är på nordvästsluttningen från
Broby Gård ner mot källmyren.
Pålarna ger ett ovanligt gott grundlag för
studier av huggteknik. Vi anser oss således
kunna påvisa att man varit lika duktig på att
hugga från vänster som från höger sida.
Anläggningen får mot söder och väster sin
maximala utbredning under vinterhalvåret
år 16 till 17. Aktiviteterna år 40 till 42 tycks
endast vara sporadiska. Det finns inget logiskt samband mellan valet av träslag i relation till dessas hållbarhet och eventuella funktioner i anläggningen. Vi kan därför inte på
nuvarande stadium av undersökningen föreställa oss att anläggningen var tänkt som permanent bosättning d i e r försvar. Liksom det
vid den sista aktivitetsperioden år 40 till 42
bara kan ha varit några få rester kvar ovan
jord av den ursprungliga anläggningen.
En komplett dansk översättning är utgiven
av Dendrokronologiska Sällskapet.
Fornvännen 73 (1978)

